It is reported that between 94 to 99 percent of
burglar alarm cases turn out to be false.

This is about to change...

Introducing

truealarm
True Alarm is an intelligent veriﬁcation alarm system that uses AI software developed by Google
Brain to accurately identify humans on a live security video stream eliminating false alarms and
giving you peace of mind.

99% accurate human detection
Get instant alarm notiﬁcations
Customisable alarm responses
Activate/Deactivate system remotely

Here’s how we are striving to
reform the CCTV industry...

True Alarm fuses reputable CCTV
technology with leading edge AI
software to create the ultimate
solution for false alarms.

How it works
The True Alarm camera system,
consisting of four high deﬁntion 720p
cameras, is set up to continuously
capture and store photos of your
property.

The alarm system can be
deactivated/reactivated
via your mobile device.

The photos are channeled through a
smart neural processor to detect any
movement and identify if the moving
object is human or not.

If a human is detected, a notiﬁcation
is sent to your mobile device or
computer with a “smoking gun” image
of the incident.

The True Alarm system can be customised to respond differently depending on the nature of the alarm.
If a human is detected, the system is able to create a stir by switching on some lights around the house
or by playing back custom soundtracks (e.g. a dog barking). If you are already using the services of an
armed response company, the system can be conﬁgured to notify them when a true alarm is triggered.

About the software
True Alarm makes use of the latest deeplearning AI software developed by Google. This
groud-breaking technology enables the alarm
system to accurately distinguish humans from
non-human entities. This software is updated
regularly to improve its efﬁciency. Fortunately,
the software of your True Alarm system can be
updated remotely by our team; a physical
callout is thus not necessary.

About the cameras
True Alarm’s installation specialist is registered
at the South African Intruder Detection
Assocation. Our leading edge surveillance kit
consists of four analog high deﬁnition 1.3MP
digital cameras (which support remote mobile
viewing by means of an internet connection)
and a digital video recorder device. We provide
a one year warranty from the date of
installation should you ﬁnd the product
defective in any way. We also offer monthly
maintenance for a small fee.

Pricing
Standard Pricing - Once off product and installation fee of R30 000 | R200 monthly maintenance fee
This includes:
4 Channel H.264 HD Digital Recorder Kit
4 x 720P waterproof, day/night cameras
A Smart Neural Compute Stick and
Raspberry Pi 3B processing device.

LAUNCH SPECIAL

SAVE 50%

Technical support for 36 months
Installation of True Alarm software on
devices and tutorials on how to use
the software
1 year warranty

Discount for ﬁrst 20 customers
Pay R15 000 once-off and get all of the above
A montly fee of R100 will be charged after one year.

truealarm

Contact Us: +27 83 379 3375 | info@truelalarm.co.za

